[Application of latissimus dorsi muscle flap for breast conservation in breast cancer].
Breast conserving surgery (BCS) is one of standard treatment approaches in early breast cancer. Although most defect after BCS can be repaired, the cosmetic outcomes are unsatisfactory in the patients with poor tumor/breast ratio. Oncoplastic surgery (OPS) has emerged as a new approach for providing adequate tumor resection without compromise of aesthetic outcomes in BCS. Our purpose is to explore the cosmetic outcomes of applying latissimus dorsi (LD) muscle flap to reshape severe breast conservation deformities in breast cancer. Totally 24 cases of breast cancer were studied. The tumor size was 3.0 - 5.5 cm (median 3.5 cm). All the cases underwent BCS and achieved negative margin by frozen sections examination. Then LD flap reshaping were performed. All the patients received whole breast radiotherapy ± chemotherapy ± endocrine therapy. All the LD flaps were alive without skin necrosis. After a median 23-month follow-up, all the cases were disease-free surviving. The whole breast radiotherapy had no significant effect on the LD flaps. The rate of good cosmetic results was 79.2%. The subjective satisfactory rate of the patients was 96%. Both satisfactory aesthetic outcome and good treatment effect were obtained using LD flap to reshape severe breast conservation deformity. OPS offers tools for breast conservation in patients otherwise destined for mastectomy or poor aesthetic outcome, such as large tumor/breast ratio, nipple-areola complex tumor, ductal carcinoma in situ, neoadjuvant chemotherapy cases and so on.